VA Regional Office
AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
COLUMBIA, SC 29202
February 12, 2014
Chairmen, Ranking Members, Members of the US House and Senate Committees of Veterans
Affairs
/
*
Dear Committee Members:
AFGE Local 520, the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit of VARO Columbia, SC,
wants to address the Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial Affairs (DAMA)
hearing on February 5, 2014, Beyond Transformation: Reviewing Current Status and Secondary
Effects of VBA Technology.
The Deputy Under Secretary for Field Operations, Ms. Diana Rubens' opening statement
addressed these topics - Backlog Update, Technology-Focused Transformation Initiatives
(Veterans Relationship Management (VRM) which includes E-benefits and Veterans Benefits
Management System (VBMS) to include Healthcare Artifacts and Image Management Solution
(HAIMS), Workload Management which includes a National Work Queue, the Work Credit
System, and the Proposed Rule to Require Standardized Forms.
The rehashing of numbers and systems information is a repeat of the same talking points with
more promises of success. The transformation has been going on for over 2 Vz years. However,
the only progress that has been made is through mandatory and voluntary overtime and ADHOC
procedures such as provisional ratings. The backlog numbers increased, but has moved a little
south with the reinstitution of mandatory overtime.
The opening statement of Mr. Gerald T. Manar, Deputy Director, National Veterans Service,
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States describes it best. Therefore, AFGE Local 520
will be using excerpts from his opening statement throughout this letter because he truly
understands what is really happening on the front lines of VAROs. (Emphasis added)
> "The wide ranging focus of today's hearing on the status of VBA's transformation and
intended and unintended consequences of these changes is both apt and timely. VBA is
moving forward so quickly and on so many fronts to modernize its claims processing
tools that it is only appropriate that all of us pause from time to time, and determine
where the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is at in the process and examine the
effects of this massive effort.

Since April 23, 2013, AFGE Local 520 has been communicating with the Committees on issues that we
know are affecting the timely and accurate delivery of benefits to our Nation's Veterans and their
survivors.
The testimonies of the service organizations and finally a representative of the front line employees
(AFGE) have only confirmed many of the issues raised in our communications. Therefore, we would like
to highlight some of them.

First, let's examine the least talked about - the real numbers and the superficial numbers the backlog.
The article, VA Accused of Changing Rules to Reach Goals, Military.com, Feb 06, 2014,
addresses the issue of changing the game and leaving nearly 60% of our Veterans and their
survivors on the sidelines with the endorsement of all.
> "Longtime allies of the Department of Veterans Affairs directed some tough-love at the
agency on Wednesday, accusing its leadership of playing games with Congress and
creating policies to make the claims backlog look healthier than it is.
o "What you see here is a cold-blooded assessment by VA officials that if they
cannot achieve their goals under the current standards, they will change the rules
to achieve their goals," said Gerald Manar, deputy director of National Veterans
Service, Veterans of Foreign Wars.
> Diana Rubens, V A deputy under secretary for field operations, later opened her testimony
by noting that the VA has reduced its claims backlog by 35 percent.
o However, Manar had already testified that the VA excludes veterans dependents
and claims appeals from its backlog claims.
> Today there are over 1.7 million compensation, pension and education claims and
appeals. Instead of fully fixing the problem, VA leaders have redefined them," he said.
"Since VA couldn't reduce the entire 1.7 million by 2015, they decided to define the
workload as only disability claims requiring rating action."
o The 700,000 disability claims currently pending represent just 41 percent of
outstanding claims, he said.
o Focusing on disability claims that require a rating decision resulted in the VA not
processing 60 percent of its overall claims. As a result the inventory of claims
filed by dependents of veterans has grown from about... in the past three years,
he said."
• On February 7, 2011, the MMWR shows that the number of EP 130
pending was 55,172 with 17,155 (31.1%) over 125 days old.
• As of February 8, 2014, the number pending is 236,410 pending with
177,181 (74.9%) over 125 days old.
o The inventory of appeals has grown over the past year from 252,000 to more than
268,000.
• As of February 8, 2014, the number of appeals has risen to 268,961
according to the MMWR.

The article, Progress stalls on cutting VA claims backlog, MarineTimes, February 10, 2014,
provides more details regarding the backlog numbers.
> "Veterans Affairs Department officials expected to see significant progress in the effort
to reduce their disability claims backlog again this month.
o Instead, it's still stuck where it was last fall.
> Veterans Benefits Administration officials on Monday announced the claims backlog —
the number of cases pending for more than four months — rose by about 1,000 cases last
week, to a total of just over 398,000.
o

In a statement, VA officials noted that the backlog total fluctuates week to week, but
added: "We are confident in our plan and remain focused on eliminating the backlog in
2015, as planned."

>• But lawmakers and outside advocates have questioned whether VA's plans will allow it
to reach that goal. Last week, researchers from Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America
issued a scathing report on the backlog, noting the stalled progress and expressing
concerns that VA has not put in place solutions to address the flow of claims for the long
term.
o Jacqueline Maffucci, IAVA research director and the author of the report, said the
o

stagnant progress "raises fresh questions about whether VA is on track."
In Saturday's weekly Republican address, Sen. Richard Burr, R-N.C., senior Republican
on the Senate Veterans' Affairs Committee, called the claims backlog a "national
embarrassment" and criticized VA for dragging its feet in fixing the problem."

Again, AFGE Local 520 wants to reiterate the fact that the VBA inventory does not include the
thousands of claims that have not yet been established in the system. Therefore, they are not
counted in the VBA inventory. Moreover, nearly 60% are not established within the 7 days
target and they are more than 15 days old. This matrix is not shown in the MMWR and as we
said before, "it should."
If the VBA inventory is going to be judged, let's talk about the real numbers and not the
continual talk about reducing the backlog by 35% which was achieved by overtime dollars and
ADHOC procedures which will result in more problems in the future.
Next, let's examine the Veterans Benefits Management System.
The article, AFGE Rep: VA Paperless Claims System Shuts Down on a Weekly Basis, Nextgov,
February 6, 2014, provides scathing testimony from the front line user of the system.
> The Veterans Affairs Department's $492 million paperless Veterans Benefits
Management System routinely shuts down on roughly a weekly basis, according to
reports from members of the American Federation of Government Employees who use
the system.
o AFGE members reported "during the last month that VBMS shut down on
roughly a weekly basis," Eric Jenkins, a ratings service representative at the VA's
Winston-Salem, N.C., regional office and a member of the AFGE National VA
Council, told a hearing of the House VA subcommittee on Disability Assistance
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and Memorial Affairs. "The shut downs varied from just over an hour to spanning
multiple days."
o Jenkins, a disabled Marine who served in combat in Afghanistan and Iraq also
told the hearing that VBMS - rolled out incrementally last year and now deployed
to all 56 Veterans Benefits Administration regional offices - has a hard time
handling a full load of end users.
o "Since the program's expansion, the additional users have exacerbated existing
latency problems with VBMS. Employees on the east coast report that the system
experiences latency as more users log on to VBMS (as the other time zones begin
arriving to work)," Jenkins said in written testimony for the hearing held on
Wednesday.
o Good to hear from a worker in the trenches on VBMS."
AFGE Local 520 wants to make it crystal clear that employees are not opposed to the digitization
of records and the attempt to automate the claims process.
We commend USB Hickey for undertaking the mammoth task to digitized records and
automation of the claims process. However, we are against pushing a system on employees that
is not "ready for prime" and promoting it as though it is making claims processing easier or
making a sufficient difference.
Moreover, the poor planning, development (still in progress), and execution of this mammoth
task was underestimated and now the affect it is having on Veterans, their survivors, and
employees have reached critical mass.
The "fixing the plane while flying it" approach results in new patches every week and continual
shutdowns which is more critical now than ever since VB A has reported that nearly 80% of its
claims are now hi the electronic VBMS.
Here is what happened on Monday after an update of the system during the weekend.
From: VAVBAWAS/CO/OFO
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 7:46 AM
To: VBACO_RODirecs
Subject: URGENT - All Corporate Application Down
Importance: High
February 10,2014
Director (00)
There is a national level service disruption impacting all VBA Corporate applications,
VBMS, Ch33, TIMS, and any application that uses Tuxedo or CSS to authenticate. OI&T
technicians are troubleshooting as quickly as possible to determine the root cause and
resolve. All VBA users are impacted.

We will provide an update once this incident is resolved.
Thank you,
Office of Field Operations
From: VBACMS
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 11:56 AM
To: VBACMS_vsc
Subject: Corporate Applications Update
Importance: High
All client server systems (Legacy applications) and web applications (including VBMS)
are back online and end-users may access those applications. If any additional issues
arise, please contact the National Service Desk at 1-855-673-4357 or itsc@va.gov.
Thank you,
Office of Field Operations
When employees reported to work at 6:00 a.m. on Monday, the entire system was down until
11:56 a.m. Employees could not produce any work for the entire period and this was
Nationwide. The National Call Centers were also affected. This is a red flag and the slippery
slope.
The article, Veterans Benefits Website Has Problems Like HealthCare.gov, Newsmax, February
11, 2014, states,
> "HealthCare.gov isn't the only government website that has faced problematic glitches:
the veterans benefits website has been plagued with similar problems for about a year and
a half.
>• "The constant... technical issues and frequent shutdowns make it difficult for me and
others to serve veterans," Jenkins said.
> Republican Rep. John Runyan of Pennsylvania, chairman of the Subcommittee on
Disability Assistance and Memorial Affairs, said there are also major security issues,
citing a recent breach in which the private information of 1,400 users was compromised."
However, the problems with VBMS should not be a surprise to anyone. The VAOIG report 1104376-81, Review of Transition to a Paperless Claims Processing Environment, February 4,
2013, was a huge "red flag." (Emphasis added)

"What We Found
As of September 2012, in the early stages of VBMS system development, VA had not
fully tested VBMS. Due to the incremental development approach VA chose, the

system had not been fully developed to the extent that its capability to process
claims from initial application through review, rating, award, to benefits delivery
could be sufficiently evaluated. While we did not evaluate the quality of system testing,
we determined, the partial VBMS capability deployed to date has experienced system
performance issues. Further, scanning and digitization of veterans' claims lacked a
detailed plan and an analysis of requirements. We identified issues hindering VBA's
efforts to convert hard-copy claims to electronic format for processing within VBMS,
including disorganized electronic claims folders and improper management of hardcopy claims. VA senior officials stated they have taken recent actions to improve in the
areas identified. However, given the incremental system development approach used
and the complexity of the automation initiative, VA will continue to face challenges
in meeting its goal of eliminating the backlog of disability claims processing by 2015.
Because the system was in an early stage of development, we could not examine whether
VBMS was improving VBA's ability to process claims with 98 percent accuracy.

What We Recommended
We recommended VA establish a plan with milestones for resolving system issues and
develop a detailed approach to scanning and digitizing claims so that transformation
efforts do not adversely affect claims processing and add to the existing backlog.

Agency Comments
The Under Secretary for Benefits and the Assistant Secretary for Information and
Technology concurred with our report recommendations and provided technical
comments for consideration. We will close the recommendations when we receive
sufficient evidence demonstrating VA progress in addressing the issues identified.
Appendix C includes the full text of VA's comments."
As to the security of E-benefits, the testimony of Ms. Lorraine Landfried, Deputy Chief
Information Officer for Product Development, Office of Technology, U.S. Department of
Veterans affairs lacked specificity and conviction. No one should be convinced that the
problems with E-benefits are fixed and it is secure.
Now, let's examine the most important issue of all - accountability.
The article, Proposal by Rep. Jeff Miller would make firing failing Veterans Affairs bosses
easier, Washington Examiner, February 11, 2014, states,
> Rep. Jeff Miller. R-Fla., said he introduced the measure Tuesday to bring
accountability that is lacking in the agency, which more often rewards failure with
bonuses than punishes it with terminations.
> VA's widespread and systemic lack of accountability is exacerbating all of its most
pressing problems," Miller said.
> Miller's bill would strip top administrators in the Senior Executive Service at the
veterans' agency of a variety of notification and appeal rights that currently apply
government-wide. Under Miller's bill, the VA secretary's decision would be final.
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Here is the Secretary's position.
> Shinseki' said in a Jan. 31 letter to Miller that he already has the power to hold his
people accountable for poor performance.
> "I believe VA has sufficient authority to take swift action to hold employees and
executives accountable for performance," Shinseki said.
> "One of the goals of the Senior Executive Service is to ensure accountability for
efficient and effective government. This is achieved by holding senior executives
accountable for their individual and organizational performance through a rigorous
performance appraisal program," he said.
> Shinseki also defended the bonuses paid to top executives as necessary "to attract and
retain the best leaders."
o -- Diana Rubens, deputy under secretary for field operations at the Veterans
Benefits Administration. Rubens, who oversees the regional offices that
process benefits claims, has collected almost $59,000 in merit bonuses since
2009. Currently, more than 403,000 veterans have been waiting for a decision
on their disability claims longer than 125 days, the point at which the agency
considers them backlogged. That is about 59 percent of all pending claims. In
October 2009, there were 158,290 backlogged claims, less than 36 percent of
the total. Veterans Secretary Eric Shinseki defends bonuses despite patient
deaths and disability claims backlogs, Washington Examiner, February 7,
2014
The Secretary and his predecessors always used the same argument that bonuses are paid "to
attract and retain the best leaders." However, Veterans and their survivors need the best, but
having the Secretary defend and reward this type of performance is at the heart of the lack of
accountability.
AFGE Local 520 has a website with documented evidence of this lack of accountability. We are
also disappointed in the Secretary's lack of leadership at this critical time. He promised to get
out of Washington, DC and visit VAROs. However, after the initial media and Congressional
scrutiny and visiting a few troubled offices, he has retreated back to DC.
The VBA is now promoting a National queue. Who will be accountable for work? How will
VARO be evaluated? If a claim is developed in VARO Columbia and rated in VARO Atlanta
and there is a problem with the development who will be responsible for fixing the problem?
The article, Report offers mixed results on tackling VA backlog in Nevada, abc!3 Action News,
February 7, 2014, provides some insights. (Emphasis added)
>
"The average processing time for claims in Reno dropped 178 days for a new wait period
of 165 days in fiscal year 2013, according to a letter from Department of Veterans Affairs
Undersecretary Allison Hickey.
> But the Reno office also sent nearly half of its 10,300 claims to other offices for
processing last year, according to the Jan. 30,2014, letter that Titus shared.

> "It tells me something is wrong in the office," Titus said in an interview with Action
News. "Whether it's management, it's training, whether it's commitment, we don't know
but we want to fix it because our veterans deserve better service than that."
^ "We have more work to do but we've made strong progress," said management analyst
Nathanian Miller, in part, in a statement. "The Reno Regional Office exceeded
production targets for January 2014 and is confident this trend will continue
throughout 2014."
The opening statement of Mr. Gerald T. Manar, Deputy Director, National Veterans Service,
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States adds more context to the issue. (Emphasis added)
> "Even with this widespread diffusion of personnel, claims processing is still largely
worked on by staff in the office with jurisdiction over the geographic area in which
the veteran lives.
> The VFW has often been critical of the practice of brokering work. All too often,
VBA has chosen to move work around rather than address the problems extant in
overburdened offices with overworked staff. Inadequate training, poor
management and other factors have not always been addressed in a timely
manner in order to fix known problems and ameliorate the need to transfer work to
another office.
> We are in the midst of a great and long overdue renaissance in claims processing
technology. While we may still talk about the electronic transfer of claims from one
office to another, the reality is that the only thing transferred is the authority to
work a claim, or pieces of that claim, to an office other than the one with
jurisdiction over it. For the first time in its history, VBA has the capability to develop
a claim in Phoenix, rate a claim for PTSD in Pittsburgh and evaluate the other
claimed conditions in Jackson. The question is not whether they can do this. It is,
rather, how they can do this while ensuring that veterans receive quality
correspondence from Phoenix and legally correct decisions from Pittsburgh and
Jackson."
Poor performing VAROs and their Senior Executives will not be held accountable and the root
causes of the problems will not be identified and solved. This may sound good in theory, but
lacks accountability for performance of individual VAROs.
On the other hand, the front line employees are constantly reminded of the consequences of not
meeting their performance standards and how they will be held accountable. However, the old
adage applies here - "What is good for the goose is good for the gander."
The article, VA gets new tool to speed up claims processing, reduce backlog, Federal News
Radio, February 7, 2014, shows another initiative with problems out of the gate.
> "But the deployment of the system, which is still in its initial operating capability phase, hasn't
been without glitches. VA users reported receiving duplicate records, and sometimes the records
of two different veterans in a single file.

r

> The American Federation of Government Employees, which represents VA employees,
told lawmakers that HAIMS and VA's Veterans Benefits Management system are not
well-integrated.
> "We do have some issues we're working through," Dave Bowen, the Defense Health
Agency's chief information officer, said. "Some of our workflow issues on the DoD side
still need to be refined. I know we have one instance where a document was
misclassified, and so it showed up in the wrong section of the service record that
transferred over to VA, but nonetheless was there. We have some issues around duplicate
records showing up in VA side. We believe that might be a user education issue on VA
side, where the claim is actually requested multiple times. We're working out the details
of all of those issues, we're logging and we're tracking them, we're meeting every single
day to get them resolved."
Now, let's compare this article with the previous.
The article, Army, Air Force Tap Goodwill Industries to Scan and Send Records to VA, Nextgov,
February 4, 2014, adds contexts.
> The task requires an extensive shipping operation, with millions of pages of treatment
records sent by certified mail or courier from military treatment facilities to the central
processing centers in San Antonio.
> Wilkinson said Goodwill has hired "a large number of disabled veterans and wounded
warriors" to support the scanning contracts and "scans must be 100-percent validated
after they are scanned, sheet for sheet, by the employee and under DoD guidance."
> She said contract oversight through the Air Force Medical Operations Agency requires a
quality check sample each day to ensure 100 percent validation, with increased sampling
if needed.
The article also states that the Army will spend 4.5 million, the Air Force 4 million and the Navy
5 million on scan and sending records to VA. This is yet another contracting out of the most
critical document in the claims process - the service treatment records. Again, Veterans' records
and information are being placed at unnecessary risk. Moreover, Mr. Dave Bowen's, Director
Health Information Technology, Defense Agency, testimony was not reassuring of how this
process is really working.
AFGE Local 520 would like to conclude with excerpts from the article, GOP Weekly Address:
'Still Waiting for Answers' Regarding VA Backlog, abc News Radio, February 8, 2014.
(Emphasis added)
> "Today, all across this great nation of ours, military veterans are going about their lives
with the expectation that their sacrifices will be honored and their services will be
reciprocated by the government and the people they ably served.
> The now infamous backlog of claims reached a point of national embarrassment last year
when a series of biting monologues from comedian Jon Stewart finally elevated the

problem to the President's desk and spurred his VA Secretary into action. It was only
then we began seeing some signs of incremental progress.
> Today, claims are often riddled with errors, putting the burden back on veterans to file an
appeal. More than a quarter million appeals are waiting to be resolved and the time it
takes VA to act on appeals is worsening. As the nation's military stands down from its
war footing, veterans should not have to wage another battle here at home, this time
against government bureaucracy.
Committee member Representative Cox asked the VSO and AFGE panelists if the evolution of
this process was "Combat Ready" and the answer was unanimous - "Not Combat Ready." As
VSO Manar said, "It is not ready for prime time." ,
Lastly, Committee member Senator Burr said, "The answer lies with Congress' responsibility to
ensure that VA programs are operating in the way they were intended - and meeting the needs of
the veterans, not the DC bureaucrats — and inside the communities that our veterans live in. It's
found in the American people, among the faces that greet our returning heroes." GOP Weekly
Address: 'Still Waiting for Answers' Regarding VA Backlog, abc News Radio, February 8, 2014.
AFGE Local 520 will continue to safeguard the public interest and contribute to the effective
conduct of public business as required by law.
Therefore, we will continue to chime in weekly on this most critical subject with objective
evidence" because Veterans have earned the right to have a claims processing system that works
for o//pf them and employees can only effectively serve them if they are provided with the
leadership, processes, people systems and workplace culture that are conducive to providing
timely and accurate decisions.
Finally, as administrator for the agency after World War II, Bradley said: "We are dealing with
Veterans, not procedures; with their problems, not oursJ)
cbnald Robinson
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